









The NASA STI Program ... in Profile
Since its founding, NASA has been dedicated to ensuring U.S. leadership in aeronautics
and space science. The NASA Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Program plays
an important part in helping NASA maintain its leadership role.
The NASA STI Program provides access to the NASA STI Database, the largest collection
of aeronautical and space science STI in the world. The Program is also NASA's institutional
mechanism for disseminating the results of its research and development activities.
A number of specialized services help round out the Program's diverse offerings, including
creating custom thesauri, translating material to or from 34 foreign languages, building
customized databases, organizing and publishing research results.
For more information about the NASA STI Program, yon can:
• Phone the NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0390
• Fax your question to NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0134
• Send us your question via the Internet to help@sti.nasa.gov
• Write to:
NASA Access Help Desk
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
800 Elkridge Landing Road
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INTRODUCTION
This issue of the Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches contains a =istingof news
releases distributedby the Office of PublicAffairs, NASA Headquarters,and a selected listing
of speechespresentedby membersof the Headquartersstaffduring1991. This index supple-
mentsthe previousissuesthat were identifiedas Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches
1963-1966, and the supplementsfor 1967 through1990.
The index is arranged in six sections- Subject Index, PersonalNames Index, News Release
NumberIndex,AccessionNumberIndex, Speeches, and News Releases.
Section 1, Subject Index,containssubject headingsarranged alphabeticallythat describethe
contents of the items indexed. Under each heading the user will find applicablereferencesto
news releases and speechescontaininginformationon that subjectentry and, inmany cases,
cress-referencesto related subjectheadings.Each entry containsthe title, accessionnumber,
news releasenumber,and reference section(05 forSection 5, Speechesand 06 forSection 6,
News Releases).
Twotypes of cross-referencesare used:
S for 'SEE' directs the us=.rto a subject headingwhere referencescan be found--
COMSAT
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITECORP.




Section2, PersonalNames Index,containspersonalnames arrangedalphabeticallythat identify
the personsmentionedinthe indexeditemsor, inthe case of speeches,the speaker.Each entry
containsthe title, accession number, news release number, and the reference section. The
symbol + is used to identify speeches presentedby the personunderwhose name they are
indexed.
Section3, News Release Number Index, listsall numberedNASA News Releases arranged in
news release numberorder, with the correspondingaccessionand reference numbers.
Section4, AccessionNumberIndex, listsall items indexedinthispublicationarrangedin acces-
sion number order. Each entry contains the reference section and the correspondingnews
i release number.
' Section5, Speeches,lists the speeches indexedinthispublicatonarrangedin accessionnumber
order. Each entry containsthe title, speaker, date of release, andother reference information.
Section6, NewsReleases, liststhe news releases,pressbriefings,newsconferencetranscripts,
andother publicinformationreleasesindexedin thispublication,arrangedinaccession number
_" order. Each newsrelease reference containsthe title, date of release, news release number, if
, any, and other referenceinformation.
Copiesof documentslisted in thisindex are availableto NASA officeson requestfromthe NASA
Center for AeroSpace Information, P.O. Box 8757, Baltimore,MD 21240-0757. Requests for
y. copies of the index itsen shouldbe addressed to the Scientificand Technical InformationPro-
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ADVANCED X-RAY/_ FAC_LrrY NASA EXP_ FRONTIERS OF FLI_ AT EAA
S X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY CX_4VIE_
1NASA RELEA3E-91-1101 P91-10110 36
_Jpical Subject Index Listing Amnso_cow. o=Rrru_ u_ s_AcsTRULY ANNOUNCES ADDITIONAL ACTIONS TO _E _-COCKPIT SR-71B TO ARRIVE AT
IMPt.EMENT REPORT AMES-ORYDE_
NASARELEASE-91-S] P91-10005 06 [NASARE_-91-111] P91-1Oll1 08
A_IN_TOR FOR EXP_TI_
A.I_fA,II_CED$OL,IID__ I NASARELEASE-91.-24 P91-I0024 06 S AIRFCR_SATELU'rEcoIaIa._LSYSTEM
r-- FIRST _ ADVANCED SOUD ROCKET I SYSTEMSANALYSISOFF]CECREATEDINUN1EWITH AGIEN2]ASPJI,I_JEITALIANA
/ MOTOR TEST RRING SET =j AUGUSTINE REPORT S ITALIAN _,_CE AGENCY
_R_| _06 NASA RELEASE-91-74 P91-I0074 06
CONFERENCE SL=TTO Oq..qOJSSADVANCED SEI AGAE]EIIF.NTS
TECHNOLOGIES SA INTER_A'rIONAL AGREE)_:NTS
NASA RE_-91.140 P91.10140 06 NASA AND DOE SIGN SPA_E NUCLEAR
NEW OFFIC_ O_ SPACE FLIGHT [_VELOPMENT _ENT
_O [N,_.%ARE_-gt-1191 P91-10|19 3S
NASA RELEASe-g1-148 P91-10148 06 AGI:I_E_ PIqK_VIDE_ A_IC:ESS'rO
The tiife of the news release or speech is used as NASA LEADERSHIP CONDUCTS INTERIM MEETING SPACE
ttmprimerel-ievalpoint.Theaccessionumberis OF ROLES AND RESI:z_NSISgJT]ES INASA RE_-91.2031 1>91.10203 -K
k3cated at ltm bottom r_ght of the enb'y, followed [NASA RE_-91-1_ F_1.10169 06 AGR_CUL_ ANO TIECH. STAllE UNIY. N.C.
by a _ numbe¢ (05 or 06) ider_ng the TRULY RELEASES STUDY ON R_f.ES AND S NORTH C;_qO_JNAA_AND T. STATE UNIV.
index section where _ complete C_tatJOReppears. RESPONSIBILITIES
If avail_3J,e. the news release number is also in- NASA RELEA.S_.91.190 P91-101g0 06 AGI_CUL'I'UIR_TO LNJNCH NOAA-D I_'TEOROt.OGIC,M.
c_ud_. THE DODGEN LECTURE AT THE 55TH ANNUAL
MEETING; MISSISSIPPI ACADEMY OF SCiENCeS SATELLITE
P<Jl-10213 05 [NASARE_-91-601 P91-IQO_0 =6
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-D I_-TEOR_
AEROOR_ING SATELUTE
MAGELLAN _S P_IMARY M_ IN/_ RELEA_-91-721 1>91-10072 35
OBJECTIVE EARLY
[NAS_RELEAS_.91-491 P<J1-10049 06 SPRING _ING AND CRCP HARV_ T_UNDERWAY AT NASA
A_ROOY1K _ [NASA RELEA..RE-gI-781 P<JI-t0078 _K
FUU..-SCAI..E AIRCRAFT TESTED _ WORLD'S AGRICULI"UR_D_I_ARTI/JENTOFA WNDTUNNEL
[NASA RELEAS_-91-_| P91-1009_ 06 S DEP_ OF AGRICUL'n,IRE
ACCIDENTS UNIQUE TWlN-COCKPfT SR-71B TO ARRIVE AT AIAA
S AIRCRAFT ACCiDeNTS AMES.DRYDEN S _ INST. OF AF_ROI_ A_)
ADAI_ATION [ NASA RELF_A._.91.111 ] P91.10111 06 __
F_ARLy RESULTS FROM LIFE SC_ MISSION AE]qO'L=T CO" AIR F(_IC_ FLIGHT TEST PIROGI!_4tI_ IED_Iq_ _M=II
SHOWNEW_ FIRST SUBSCALE ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET /_-'11RONAUrGARDNERTOHEAIDUSAF_;>I.CT
[NASA 1:_-91-150] 1>91-10150 06 MOTOR TEST FIRING SL=T
SEDDON NAMED PAYLOAD COMMANDER FOR [NASA RELEASE-g1-51] P91-10051 06 * [NASA _JJ1-52] I)91.10052 rJK
SLS-2 AERONAUTIlCAL _ AIR _ SA11BLLITE_ _I'3TIEM
[N_.SARt_-91-175] P91-10175 06 F_LL-SCALE AIRCRAFT TESTED _1 W(_LD'S 114THSOOUt'_LAUNt'_t_T
AIDEO_/_Alr_LLJrtlu LARGeST W1ND TUNNEL {NASA RE_R1 .g_ I P91-101_ 01_
S ADVA,NI_Dr-, M:rrHO_RVING,_ATELUI"E [IqU4_ARELEAS_-91-g_I P91.1(X392 06 AIIR_$1mj£_$y$.rE_OIV"
SP_ SC_F_.NC_ _TES 1991 NASA 114TH SCI_Ij.r FI(_CKET I..AUNO4 ___.-r
ADMIISll_tlrffE OPERA_ ACTIVITIES [NASA R_-91-93| P91-I0O_3 c_
S aqGANIZAT]ONCHANG_ [NASARELEAS_-91-20_I P91-10209 06
AiR FORC_ U3.
AI_flMIC_EO COUMUNICATI_NS TECHNO(.OGYSAT. LEW_ RE_ C_NTF_.R HON_ AWARDS
S CAPE CAJ_VERAI. AIR FORCE STATION. FLA.
NASA SE].ECTS TWO [MEW C_OS_ ONE CEREMONY Pg1.10216 05 S VAINO_ AFB, CALIF.
DISCONTINUED THE SIR JAMES MART1N MF_.MORIALLECTURE; THE
[NJ_._AFtJE_F_-O1-166 ] 1>91.10186 06 ROYAL _ S_ETY. LON_, AIR SJI_
-_ N)¶t._J_IEO F.MITH OI_SERVlI|G SAT-r.LLIIIE _ P91-10218 O5 NASA TO PRC_E VOLCANO'S EFFECTS _ GU06_
ATMOSPHt_E
NASA CONFIRMS 1990 OZCNE HOLE EQUALLED HEADQUARTERS HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY INASA FUEl-g1-1031 P91-10_O3 3SI_q_VllOtJ_ LOW1EST FXJ1-10221 05
[ NASA F_LF_./_-91-32 ] 1=91-10032 0_ _NE STUOY OF ARCTIC (_NE B_GUNI
ABVAII_E:D _OUO ROOCET MO_/SHt_ _ INJ_ RE_JJ1-1781 P91-10sT'8
FIRST SUBSCALE ADVANCED SOUO ROCKET EDUCA_ TELECAST TO FEATURE SPACE _ _ S'TRA_EX_'_XT1CU
MOTO_:I"rEsT FIRING _ E_Q_t.OP,AT1ON INITIA'I'NE 1991 OZONE I_EV_L MATCHES THREE
[NASA _-91-511 p91oI00_1 06 [NASA RELEASE.91-142| P91-10142 O5 YE_
A_V_ _ H_ _RAI_ AI_ACEI_ [N_RELE._Jl-1651 P91-10165 C]_
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-O METEOROLOGICAL EARLY R_SUt.TS FIRC_4 UFE SCIF_.NCIESMtSSION _N_ _ OF ARCTIC _ BEGUN
SATELLITE SHOW NL_N DtSCOVERtES [NASA REL.EA_JJ1-1781 1_1-10178 _IS
[NASARE1.EA,SE-gl-60| P91-100_0 06 [NASARELE_-91-150] P<Jl-10150 06 AII_OC_LJ_OA_
NA..%ATO LAUNCH NOAA-O METEOROLOGICAL AIE_OSPACE _ NASA _ TO MEASURE CHAJMG_ I_
SA'I'_EIJ..Ft'E GR_N_M_O'S POLAR GLAOER_
[NASA RIE_-91-72] P91-10072 06 SA X-30 AIRCRAFT INA..RAR1E_JJ1-1331 1>91-10133 08
i A-1
L __ -- _ .
AIRCRAFT SUBJECT INDEX
AI_ AIRFRAMES NASA TO PI.AY KEY RCP,.EIN NATK_qUM.COMPUnNG
S /_ROSPA_E PUkNES PRE,SSURE-SEN,_TIVE PAINT PASSES TEST WITH INIT]ATP,/E
S BOEING 737 AIACRAFT FLYING COLO,-4S NASA RELF_ASE.91.201 1>91-10020 06
S DC_ AIRCRAFT INASA REt.F-J_E-91-1831 Pg1-10183 06 NASA, INkY TO DEVELI_ RE_TE S_
S ER_ AIRCRAFT _ IINFRARED I4_INDERI FIREFIGH31NG AID
S F-ISAI1RC_AFT NASARELF_-91.561 Pgl.t00_ 06
S F-16 AIRCRAFT S ATMOS_RIC INFRARED SOUNDER IAIRSI NASA O(SCOVERS IMPACT UK]_LY TIED TO
S F.104 AIRC_O,AF'F _ DIN_RS" I_MISE
S F.I06 AIRCRAFT S SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR NASA RELEASE-91.711 Pgt.10071 C35S FIA-18 AIRC,O,AFT
S LOOO4EED ELECTRA AII:k..'RAFT ALABAMA UNRf. BIRMINGHAM PLANET.ALTERING IMPACTS REVI_E THEORY ON
S X-29 AIRCRAF-F NASA SELECTS PAYLOAO SPECZALISTS FOR ORIGIN OF UFE
AIRCRJU_ ,M_ClD_klTS S_AC_LA8 _ NASA RE_-91-87_ P<31.I0087 06
INASARELEASE-91-661 Pg1.1006_ 06 FULL-SCALE AIRCRAFT TESTED _N WORLD'SNASA STUOY PAVES WAY FOR CONTROL OF
CRIPPLED AIF_RAFr ALABAMA L,'WN, HUNTSVILLE LARGEST ',hqNDTUNNEL
INASARELEASE.91-851 P91.t0085 06 SCIENTISTS FINO FLARE iSOTOPE ON NASA NASARE_.g1-g21 l_J1-10092 06
AIACRAFT CONF1GURAI"IONS SPACECRAFT NASA TO 1:_o436EVOLCANO'S EFFECTS ON GLOBAL
HtSTOR_ NASA A_A..,_tAFTRETIRES TO STAR IN JNASA RE_.91-301 P91-10000 06 ATMOSPHE]:_
NEW t,K,IS_UM JOUST 1 C_MMERCIAL _ SET FOR MARCH NASA RE_-91-103] P91.10103 {_
[NASA RELEA,s_-gI._JI PgI-IOOT3 06 29 AVIATK_I SAFETY REPORT_MG SYSTEM CREATES
NASA/USAF x-2g COMPt.ETES FUGHT RESE;J:tCH [NASA RELEASE-91-331 P91-10633 06 SAFER SKIES
NASA S_ENC_ INSTRUMENT OBSERVING NASA RELEASe-91-1121 I)91.10112 06
[NASA 1:_3.F_SE-91-1,591 ;_91-1015g 06 GAMM_RAY BURSTS NASA OPENS NEW COMPUTER RESEARCH
AIRCRAIFT CONTROL I NASA RELEAS_-91_1 ] P_1.100_1 06 CENTERNASA RELEA,SE _,t• :2q ] I)91-10129 06
NASA STUOY PAVES WAY FOR C_NTP_X. OF EER SYSTEMS SELECTED FOf_ FOLLOW-ON
CRIPPLED AIRCRAFt CONSORT LAUNCHES SC_ENTLSTS D{SC_,_R AJNTI-GR_
INASAR_,EA.S_-gt-851 P91.10_e5 06 [NASARELEA'S_'91"1g41 Pgi-10194 06 EFFECT ON TRAR
NASA FIA-18 FUES FIRST THRUST VECTORING AGREEM_NTSPROVIDECOMMERCtALACC_SSTO NASARELEAS_'91"1431 F_1.10143 06
FLIGHT _'*,C_ NASA pLANS SEARCH FOR EXTRATERRESTRt_.
[NASA_-gl-tZ3I P91.1012_ 06 [NASARELEAS_-gl-203I Pgl.10_ 06 UFE
0_ AJ.ARM_ NASA RELEASE-91-17CI P91-10170 08
NASA TO TEST FUGHT-WEIGHT AERO-SIPAC_ S WARNING SYSTEMS AIRBORNE STUDY OF ARCT1C OZOI'4E BEGUN[NASA RELF_ASE-91.1781 P91.1017_ 06
PLANE COMPONENT ALENIA. S._J_./1'I"_,.YI PRESSURE_S_NSITIVE PAINT PASSE_ TEST
i NASA RELEA_-gl.75! P91.t0075 06 NASA C_/_LCPS NEW RADAR F_R FLYING COU_S
NASA EXPANDS _ERS OF FUGHT AT EAA ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH [NASA RELEAS_.g1-183J P91.10183 08
CONVENlq(_N [NASA RELEASE-91-2061 1>91.10205 06
ANIMALS
[NASARELEASE-91-110] P<J1.10110 06 ALTIMETER EARLY RE.._JI.TS FRK_d UFE SCZE]NK_-.Sk_IS,_ION
TWIN-COCKPIT SR-71B TO ARRIVE AT S RADAR ALTIMETER SH(_W NEW DISCOVERIES
,_qE_N
[NASARELEASE-91-1111 P91-10111 0_ AII_RICANASTRONAUTICALSOClETY [NASAREL.F_AS_-91.150] 1>91.10150 06
NASP PROGRAM SPONSORS MOCXUP GOODARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: KEYNOTE ANTARC13CA
A[3ORESS; AJ,IF_Rk_ANASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY, NASA. NSF TO DEVELOF _NTA.q_'T]_ SPA_ECOM_
{NASAR_-91.134_ Pg1-10134 0_ WASHINGTON, DC Pg1-I0215 05 ANALOG
AIIE3_ICAN ASTRONOMICAL _ [NASA RELEASE-91-13| I=<J1-10013 06
MISSISSIPPI STATE WINS AERO-SPAC_ Pt_NE
MOCXUP C_ulPE3TrlC_ C08E MAPS INTERSTELLAR MATERtAI. IN MILKY NASA CONFIRMS !990 DZON_ HOLE EOUAUJEO
[NASA RE1_.91-1B2 ] P91.101B_ 0_ WAY GALAXY PREV_ LI_ST
[NASARF_LEA.SE.gl-61 P_JI.IC_06 06 [NASARELEAS_-gl-321 P_1.10032 06E_:_.ORATION DF SPACE: TNE PAST AND
FUTURE IMPACT ON HUMAN SOCIETY; KANSAS NASA SC_EN(_ INSTRUMENT 08SERVING U.S- AND CANADA SIGN RADARSAT EARTH
STATE UNWERS_W. MAM-_I_'AN. _ GAMMA.RAY BURSTS OBSERVAT)t_q AGREEMENT
Pg1-10212 05 INA-SARELEA--_E'g1"811 Pgi-10081 06 INASAREI.EAS_-91-341 P91.10034 06
AI_E_G.qI_._ IMAGES REVEAL INTENSE. HOT STARS IN LARGE 1991 OZDNE LEVEL MATCHES _ P_EV1OU_
MAGELLANIC CLOUD yEARSNASA EXPANDS F'RONTI_IS OF FLIGHT AT EAA
C_NVENTIK_N INA.SARELEASE-91-841 Fg1-10064 06 INASAREL.EASE-g1-1651 I)91-10165 06
[NASA R_-91.1101 Pg1.10110 06 AaI_RICJLN GF._ UNION ODf(FERENC_ 1991ANTAFI_T_C OZONE LEVE1.S_ RECORD
AIRCRAFT IRERFO_M_CE ARTIFICIAL AUROP.A _T RESULTS TO BE LOW
NA._AF-I_3(LACHI_SUPE_FUGHT PRESENTED [NASA RELEASE-91-1681 1391.10168 08
LAM_FLOW [P,ASA RELEASE-g1*77| 1>91-10077 06 DATA ILLUSTRATES LINK BETWEEN CHL(_
[NASA RELEA.S_.91.18_| 1>91.10188 06 ULYSSES TO BEGIN JUP1TER PHYSICS OZONE D_PLETION
I_/IEESTIGATIONS {NASA F_-gI-1991 P91-10199 06
AIRCl_dlrlr _AJFE'T_ [N._SA RELEAS_.g1_B2| Pg1-10062 06
HISTORIC NASA AI_ RETIRES TO STAR IN
NEW ki_L_UM _ INST. OF AERON. AND AS'TROlL CON_. GAUIJEO ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT STUDIED BY
[NASA RQ.EAS_-gI-T31 I>91.10073 015 CONFERENC_ SET TO D_CU_S ADVANCED SEI NASA
TECHN_I.C_ [NASA RELEASE-91-Sg| I>91-10059 06NASA STUDY PAVE_ WAY F_R _ O_
CRIPPt.ED AIRCRAF'r |K4.SA RELEASe.G1.1401 Pg1.10140 06 NASA PLANS ANOTHER AI'_E_APT TO RESOLVE
(NASARElEASE-91_51 P91-1QOe5 06 _ INST. OF AEROq. ANDASTgONAU11C_ GALIUEOANTENNAPROelJEM[NASA RIE_-91-135] Pg1-1013S 06
NASA EXPANO_ _ OF FLIGHT AT _ AD(_:tESS TO THE AIAA JOINT _FIOPULSION
CONVEN130N CONFERENC_ SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA NASA DL_VELOPS NEW RADAR FCR
_NASARELEAS_-91.110] Pg1-10110 06 Pg1.10219 05 ENVI_AL RESF_ARCH
AVIATION _ R_'_:_T]NG SYSTEM CI:IEATES ,_II_RI_,JU_ SOC_IE_f FOR OUAUI_ CO_TIRO_ [NASA RELFJ_-g1-205 | P91-I0206 06
SAFER SIQF_S EIGHT FIRMS NAMED GEORGE M. LOW TROPHY AOL lUOAR/
[NASA R_tlEAS4E-91.112[ Pr_I-1Q112 06 FIN_STS S /UR_ OK_J:_ LI_
AIII_ TEC_ [NASA RELEASE-g1.701 F_1.10070 06 APOtJ.O LUNA_ SURFAC_ _ PJ),CXJ_E
NASA EXPANDS _ERS OF"FUGHT AT EAA NA.SA PRESF_NTSLCP_/TRCPPWTO GRUMMAN AND NASA AND DOE ..SIGNSPAC_ _rL_CLEAR POWER
I"I.'_K_KO_. AGREEMENT
[NASARE_-91-1101 P91-I0110 06 II_SARELEAS_'91-1851 P91-10185 06 [NASARELEAS_-91-119] P91-10119 06
A_..R_UFlr _G_ &IIE_ R_ C_NTER. MOFFEI"r RELD, C_ _Pt JC_110_ SATEUJIT_
SA S_'TFORWAROW_GS SA NATIONAL FUU.-SCALE AEROOYNAM_C S COMMUNICATION SATELU_S
__ pNNT PASS4ESTEST WITH OOMPLE_ _ _ CORP. I._
FLYING C_L.ORS NASA SELECTS SC;ENTL.RTSF_ SETI MK_OWAVE COBE MAPS INTERSTELLAR MATE_RtAL IN MILKY
{N_ R_-gl-IlIO] P91-10183 0_ O_S_RV1NG PROJECT WAY Gu_.A.XY
[NASARELF_-91.7| P_1.10007 06 INASARE_.91_ I P91.1000_ 06
UNDERWATER TESTS GATHER DATA TO HELP _TIlOI_ AN_ BILIO_IET_$ AIRCRAFT WlNGS SPACESUR IT_SIGN
S S'/_PTFORWAROW1NG_ |NASA REL.EAS_-g1.111 1=91.10011 06 SA, FUN_I_IG
A-2
m II z I m z z ! - -
SUBJECT INDEX A_
TRULY DELIVERS _ASA BUDGET REQUEST TO NASA SCIENTISTS DISCOVER METAL ASTEROID
CONGRESS NEAR EARTH ASTRO MtSSION TO REFLY
INASARE_-91-211 Pgt-I(X)21 06 [NASARELEASE-91-.89J P91.10(_9 06 _NASAPdEIJE._SE.91.76Z I:=ll-100_Jl_ 06
SPACE STATION FREEDOM RESTRI._'TURI;NG PI..AN GALILEO TO SET C_.,JRSE FOR ENCOUNTER WITH
COMPLETED ASTEROID _ ULYSSES TO BEGIN JUPTrER
INASA RELEASE-9:-131 P'91-t0G45 06 INASA REL.EASE-gl.99J 1:)91-10099 06 INVESTIGATIONS
FIRST PHOTOGRAPH OF AN/L_TEROID RELEASiED INASA RELF...ASE-91-821 I:_Jn-10012 06
TRULY RESPONSE TO _ FLOOR VOTE ON BY NASA U.S. AND ARGENTINA SIGN SPAC_ECZ_(_oIEP.JG'IONSPACE STATION
INASA R_-g1-881 P<J1-10068 06 [NASA RELEASE.g1.1891 P91.10189 06 AGREEMENTS
A.STRO MISSIONS [NASA RtE_FJLSE-9I. 1261 P'gR-t01;_ 06
NASA _INISTRAT(_R COMMENTS _N F'Y92 ASTROMI_TOR_FLY NASA ASTRONAUTS REC_[IVE INTERNATIC_ALBUDGET
IN/LSA RELEASE-91.1581 P<Jt-101S8 06 [NASA RE_-91.76] P91-t0076 06 AERC_AUT[(_ AW._.ctO
IMAGES REVFJ_ INTENSE. HOT STARS IN LARG_ INASA RELEASE-g1-2G21 _1-1_ 35
SPAC_ SCIENC_ DOMINATES 199t NASA MAGE_IC CLOUD SPACE SCIENCE DOMK_TES tggl
_ES (NASA RELEASE-91.84 J P91.10084 06 ACTIVITIES
INASA RELEASE.91.2091 P<J1.10209 06
NASA RELF_ASESMIXED FLEET MANIFE ST INASA RELF..AS_-91.209 ] P91-1_ (_
ADORESS TO THE NAA JOINT PRCPULS,_ON [NASARELEASE-91-1321 1:)91-10132 06
THE EXPI..ORATION OF SPACE. THE PAST
CONFERF__ SACRAMENTO. CAIJFONNIA NASA ASTRONAUTS RECEIVE INTERNATIONAL FUTURE IMPACT ON HUMAN SOCIETY: KA,t_S
P<JI-I0219 05 AERC_NAUTIC_AWARD STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHAIT, AN,
ADDRESS TO YOUNG REPUBLICAN NATIONAL [N/_A RE_-gt.202] 1:)91.10202 06 P"J,l-102"12 05
CONVENT)ON; MU_MI._ P91.10220 05 ASTRONAUT
THE S_ .lAMES MARTIN MEMORIAL _THE
HEADDUARTIERS _ AWARDS _ NEW ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES ,,_O*JGHT _'Y ROYAL AERONAUTICAL S(X_E'TY.
P91-1_221 05 NASA ENGLAND P_1-I02_ 05
_NASA RELEASe.91-67| P91-10067 06
ARC ASI'RONAUI_ ADDRESS TO YOUNG REPUSLICAIN NATE_AL
CONVENTION; MIAMI. FLORIOA P91-1_ _5
S AMES RESEARCH _ MOFFErT FIELD. NASA ASTRONAUTS RECEIVE INTERNATI(_NAL
CA. AER(_NAUTICS AWARD H_ERS HONOR AWARDS QE]REMOMIr
A_C J_l" _ [NASA RELEAS_-glo17 _ P91o10017 0_ P_J_II-10221
ARCJETS YIELD SETTER PERFORMANCE. LONGER STRA,'EGIC _ SYSTEM TESTS HIGHLIGHT ANNUAL SPAC_ SCIENCE LECTURE: THE ST. LOUIS
SATELLr/'E UFE STS-3'9 MIS.._ON S_ENC_ CENTER, ST. LOUIS. MO 1:_1-1022_ 05
(NASARELEASE-91-40] P<Jl-10040 06 [NASARELF_AS_*91-251 1:)91-10025 06 ATLAKrAUmV. GA.
AIRC,ILrr_ GAMMA RAy OBSERVATORY. SPACEWALK NASA AWARDS HBCU _ RE_ C_t'TER
HIGHLIGHT STS-37 GRANTS
S ARC JET ENG|NES [NASARELEASE-91-411 P91-10041 06 INASARELEA, SE-91-1931 P_1-101_O 06
ARCTIC: ASTRONAUT GARDNER TO HEAD USAF TEST P1LOT ATLANTIS
AIRBORNE STUOY OF ARCTIC OZONE BEGUN SCHOOL NASA tS_UES MOOIFICAI_ONS TO
[NASA R_.EAS_-g1.178| P91-10178 06 {NASA RELEASE-g1-521 P91.10052 06 MANIFEST
AR_C1BO O_SERYATORY, PUERTO RICO STS-39/DISCOVERY LAUNCH DATE SET INASA RELF_.ASE-91..441 1_1.10044 "_
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HICHUGHT_ |NASA RELEASe-g1-176| 1>91-10178 06 NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-D METEOROLOGI:NL
[NASA RELEASe-g1-176| P91-10176 06 SATELUTE
THE DI:X)GE_ LECTURE AT THE 55TH ANNUAL |NASA R_LEA.S_.91.72] P'_1-100'/2 06
EI_rAI1RIO_ GEO4_3F. MEE'_NG; M_SIS_PPI ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
IRAS REVEALS MOST LUMINOUS OBJECT EVER P91-10213 05 ASTRO MISSION TO R_FI.y
SEEN IN SPAC_ |NA.SAI:_LEASE-91-7S| 1>91-100'7'8 06
[NASARELEkS_E-01-06} P91.10098 06 EYANS._,,L SOVIETS TO LAUNCH NASA INS'rlRUMB_ TO
E}I., JAJlIE_ I!. TRULY NAMES NEW ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATC_:I STUOY OZ_h'E LEVELS
STS-48 DISCOVERY TO LOFT SATELLITE TO STUDY FOR _ [NASA RELEAS_.91*1281 P_1-10128 08
A_ OZONE [NASA REI..EAS_-91-94 ] P91-10094 06 STS.-48DISCOVERY TO LOFT SATELLITE TO S'I'UCN
[NASA RELF_-Q1.106] 1:)91.10136 0_ A_F.. OZONEi
[NASA _-11-I_I P91-I0138 06
DEFENSE SATELLITE DEPLOY, O_IEIWATIONS FHIGHLIGHT ST_J,4 NASA APPOa,4TS,_o/M_ELAB PAYLOAD S]:_-CIAL,I_r
|NAGAR_.F..AS:E4_I.176} P91-10176 06 |NASARELF..AS_-_l.1441 P91-10144 06
WORLD-WI_ MATERIALS, UFIE SCIENC_ STUDIES F.IU_k, MARTIN P.. kXAF _ _LLY TESTED AT X-RAY
I-raHIJGHT STS-42 STRATEGIC GEFENS_ SYSTEM TESTS HIGHIJGHT CALIBRATION FAC_UTY
[[_,A.SAR_I,,J-r.AS_E-91..211| Pg1.10211 06 STS.39 MIS_i_I (NASA REI.EAS_-1)l.14SI P_1-1014_ 06
IE_aPAHR, HOWARD [NASA RELF_AS_-_I.25] 1>91"10025 06 _ AWAROS H_CU CORE RESEA.q(21 CENTER
_ [_SCOVERY TO LOFT SATF..UJTETO STUDY FAHNESTOCX, DALE L GRANTS
A'TMC_IR-IER_ OZOt_ GAMMA RAY O_SERVATORY. SPACEWALK [ NASA REI"EAS_'91 "lg31 P_l-101g0 06
[NASA FELF_A.._E-91-13_] PS!.;013_ 06 HIGHUGHT STS_37 W(_:ttD-WID_ MATERIALS, UFE SCENC_ SI"UDIES
1_ISTEI_ ALIERT [NASA RELF.h.SE.._I-4I) P91-10041 0_ HIGHUGHT STS-42
[_ R_1.211 ] I:XJl-lIQ2"lI 06
GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: KEYNOTE ATLANTIS TO _ FOURTH HASA
ADDRESS; AMERICAN AS_ SO(_:TY. SATELUTE FO,_U.F..,C.
w_T'(_OC P91.10215 05 [NASAR_EA_E-_I-_7] P91-10097 06 STRkTEGICOEFEHSESYSTEMTESTSI4GHt.J3HT
_, IE]IBelOW_R ow1_Hlr D. STS-_ M=SSlON
F_dR(Y, JOHN P... [NASA RELF.AS_1-25| P91-_0_5 06E_P'LORATION OF SPACE: THE PAST AND
-- FUTURE IMPACT ON HUMAN SOCIETY; KANSAS WC#_D-W_E MATERt,M._ LIFE SCtENC_ STUDIES FIRST SPACE].A8 DEDICATED TO LIFE SC_E]kI::E_
:. STATE _, MANHAI"rAN, _ _'_HI.J_._'," STS-42 H_,HUGHTS STS.J.0





,. PER,SONAL NAMES INDEX GUI_, J. HARRY
DEFENSE SATELLITE DEPLOY. OBSERVATIONS FIRST SPACELAB _TED TO LIFE SCIF_..N_S _ J_
HIGHLIGHT STS-44 HIGHLIGHTS STS-40 _ _ _O _ _A_]LLITE TO _UOY
[NASAREI.EASE-91-176] I=91.10176 06 [NASARE_-Ol_] P91-I00_) 06 ATM_RF_OZ_
W(_qtJ_WII_E MATERIALS. _ SCIENCE STUDIES _ GUy _. [ NASA RELEASE.91-136] P91-10136 (_
HIGHLIGHT _rs-42 _
1NASA RELEASE-91.2111 1>91.10211 06 ASTRONAUT GARDNER TO HEAD USAF TEST PI1.OT
SCHOOL NASA ROCKETS TO SUPPORT INTERNATIONAL
FO_ GUY (NASA RELEASE-g1.52 | 1:)91-10052 06 CIJOUD STUDY
PLANET.ALTERING IMPACTS REVISE THEORY ON (NASA RE_.91-1151 P91.10115 06
ORIGIN OF LIFE GF.HR, VIC _ 1"HIEOOORE
(NASA RELEASE-91_71 1:'91.10087 06 STRATEGK_; _FENS_ SYSTEM TESTS HIGHLIGHT STRATEGIC OEFENSE SYSTEM _ HIGHLIGHT
FO_ CHARLF.S T. STS-39 MISSICN STS-Og M_
ATLANTIS TO BOOST FOURTH NASA TRACKING [NASA RELEAS_-91-25J 1:)91-10025 06 [NASARELEA_E.gl-25J P91o10[_5 06
SATELLITE GEH:tELS, NFJL _ MAT114EW
[NASA RELEASE-91-97J P<Jl-t0097 06 GRO SPACECRAFT GRASS FIRST TARGET 0F NASA SUCCESSFULLY TESTS NEW MARS
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES K_'Y OPPORTUNITY MI_
APPOINTMENTS [NASA RELEASE-91-91 1 PgI-10091 06 [N.,_SARELEASE.gI-1531 P91.10153 06
[NASA R_LEASE-gl-161 ] P91.1C161 06
.. GEMAR, CHARIJ_ O. GOUJL LEON
TDRSS C-BANO AGREEMENT EXTENDED NASA'S GOOOARO SPACE FLIGHT _ TO
( NASA RELEASE-g1-1811 P91-10181 06 STRATEGIC DEFENSE SYSTEM TESTS HIGHUGHT
STS-39 MLSSIG_ _ SOLAR ECLIP'S_
FORD, GERALD INASARELEAS_E.91.251 P91-100_ 06 |NASARFJ.EASE-91-1C_] P91.101OB 06
THE DODGEN LECTURE AT THE 55TH ANNUAL GOI_&,CH_, MIXHAJL
MEETING; MISSISSIPPI ACADEMY OF SCIEN_S FIRST SPACELAB OED(_ATED TO LIFE SC_EN(_S
P91-10213 05 HIGHLIGHTSSTS-40 SOVIETS TO _ NASA _ TO
AOORESS TO YOUNG REPUBLICAN NATIONAL INASA RE_-91-6g] 1>91-10069 06 STUDY OZONE LEVELS[NASA RELEAS_-gI-128 ] P_I-1Ot2B 06
CONVENTION; MIAMI, FLORIDA P91-10220 05 STS-48 DISCOVERY TO LOFT SATELLITE TO STUDY SP/_E SC_ENQE DOMINATES 19gl NASA
r-.OROY(_., J fI'UART ATMOSPHERE, OZONE
INASARELEA.._-91-1361 P91-I0136 06 [NASA I:_-LEAS_-B1-20_] 1='91-10_ 06NASA LEWIS RESEARCH C_NTER DEPUTY
DIRECTOR N_MED GERMANY, DANI_. GRABE, RONALO J.
[NASA RELEASE.91-65| P91.10065 06 GAMMA RAY C_,q_RVATORY. SPACEWALK STRATEGIC D_ SYSTEM TESTS
FOSTER, HERB HIGHLIGHT STS-37 STS-3_ MI_S4ON
WORL[_W1D_ MATERIALS, LIFE SC_ENC_ STUDIES |NASA RELEASe-91-41| P91.10041 06 |NASA RP.LF_.AS_.91.25| P91-10625 06
HIGH[JGHT STS.-42 FIRST SPACELAB 0EDICATED TO LIFE SCI_ FIRST SPACELA80E_IICATED TO URE SOENI_ES
|NASA RE_-91-2111 P91-10211 06 HIGHLIGHTS $I_-40 HIGHUGHTS STS-40
_HERBI_Tr [NASARE]..EAS_-91-691 Pgi.10069 06 [NA..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'_ARE]..FJ_-91.-691 P91-1006_ 06
DEFENS_ SATELLITE DEPI.0Y. OBSERVA'nONs
FIRST SPACELAB DEDIGATEC TO UFE _ENC_S ATLANTIS TO BOOST FOURTH NASA TRACKING HIGHUGHT STS-44
HIGHUGHTS STS.40 SATELLITE [NASA P_LEASE.g1-1761 P91 .I017S 06
[NASA RELEASE.g1..,69] P91-10069 06 [NASA RELEASE-91.971 P91-10097 06
WORt_W]DE MATER_L_ UFE SC=E]NIC_STUOIES
FRANKLF_ EDWARD STS-48 D$SCOVERY TO LOFT SATELUTE TO STUDY HIGHLIGHT STS-42
NASA INVENTOR OF THE YEAP ANNOUNCED ATMOSPHERE,OZONE [NASA RELEASe-g1-211 | P91-1_11 0_
[NASA RELEASE-gl-2_I P91.1002_ 06 [NASA RELEAS_-Ol.136J P91-10136 06 GRF.XVlE$,,_
FRANKUN, BENJAI_N DEFENSE SATELLITE DEPLOY. OBSERVATIONS NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-O METIEOR_
THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE: "HE PAST M_ID HIGHLIGHT ST_44 SATELLITE
FUTURE IMPACT ON HUMAN SOCILTY; KAN ;AS [NASA RELEASe-91.176| P<J1-t0176 06 [NASA R_-gl-7_] P91-1{_72 06
STATE UNP/_RS4TY. MANHATT,M_..KANS_ _ FIO_F.R'r L1>91-10212 05 GR_GO_Y,_ICI( D..
NASA/_OUN_ES CREW MEMBERS F(_:I FUTURE STRATEGIC DEFENS_E SYSTEM _ HI_Z4UGHT
GODOARO MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: KEYNOTE SHUTTLE FUGHTS STS-39
ADDRESS; AMERICAN ASTRONAUTICAL SOCIETY. [NASA RELEAS_-91-1371 P91-10137 06
WASHINGTON, D_ I)91.10215 05 INA_ARE_F.A_-gl.25] 1_11.10025 06
I_EFENSE SATELLITE DEPLOY, OBSERVATIONS FIRST SPACE).A_ DEI:_CA'I_D TO LIFE S4_B,K:ES
THE S_RJAMES MARTIN MEMORIAL LECTURE; THE HIGHLIGHT STS..-44 I-IGHUGHTS STS..40
ROYAL AERONAUTICAL ,SOC;E'I'Y. LONDON, [NASA RELEASe-91-176| 1>91-10176 06
ENGLAND P91-10218 05 [NASAR_LEA.SE-91-691 1_1.1006_ 06
WORLD-W'ID_ MATERIALS, UFE SC;ENCE STUDIES DQ=ENS_ SATELLITE DEPLOY, OB_ERVATIO_S
FR_ DELMA _ JR. HIGHUGHT _ I_GHUGHT STS-44
F_RST SPACELAB D_ID_CATrr._TO UFE SCIENCES |NASARELEAS_I.211| P91-10211 06
HIGHLIGHTS STe.e.e.e.e.e_ [NASARELEASE.O1-176J F"_I.1017S 06
( NASA RELEASE-g1-69 | P91-10_69 06 Gfl.L_ JOHN G_qFIN, IIICHA_L D.STS-,_ DLSCOV_RY TO LOFT SATEI.L_TETO ST,JOY
FRIF.Z_KM_ DONALD ATMOSPHERE, OZONE NASA _TE _01,1NIS'/P_TC_ FOR
SUPERBOWL JUMBOTRON SCREEN EMPLOYS [NASA RELEASE-91.1361 P91-10138 06 E_Got.ORATIONAPPOINTED
NA..%kTECHNOLOGY SPINOFF [NASA REI.EASE-91-130] 1_1.1013_ 06
[N._SA RELEASE.g1-10] P91-10610 06 GILRUI'_ BOB
THE GEORGE M. LOW TROPHY PRESENTAI"K_ TO SPACE _ _TIE_ 19_?
FRJIMOUT,DIRK O. ROCKWELL SPACE SYSTEMS DIVLSIGN: (X:RNNEY, ACTWITIE_
NASA APPOINTS SPAC_LAB PAYLOADSPECIALLST CALIFORNIA P91-10214 05 [NASA RB.EAS_-BI-20_] 1=91-102_ 06
[NASA RELEASe-B1-1441 P91-10144 06 GOOOARO,RO6ERT GROSS.II_LVEIm,L..m.
DEFENSE SATELLITE DEPLOY, OBSERVATIONS THE EXPt.ORATION OF SPACE: TH_ PAST AND NASA ASTRONAUTS RECEIVE INTERNATIONAL
HIGHUGHT STS-44 FUTURE IMPACT OH HUMAN SOCIETY; KANSAS _ AWARD
INASA RELEAS_-91-1781 1=91"10178 06 STATE UNIVERSilY. MANHATTAN. KANSAS [NASA RB.EA.SE.91-171 P_1-10017 06
ell, SPAC_ SCIENCE DOMINATES 1991 NASA P91-10212 06
: ACTIVITIES GODDARD MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM: KEYNOTE Gt__
_. [NASA RELEAS_.g1-20g] I:>91"10209 06 ADDRESS; AMERICAN AS_ ,S(X_ETY. NASA/,.NO THE ITALIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN
WORLD-W10_ M/TERIALS, UFE SC_ENC_ STUD(ES WA_PIINGT(_N, _C P<J1-10215 05 _CE STAllON AGRE]_klENT
HIGHUGHT STS-42 THE S;R JAMES MARTIN MEMORIAL LECTURE; _ [ N4_.%ARE]LE.A_E-ll1.2'00] P91-10_]0 06
[NASA RELEASe.01-211J I)91.10211 06 ROYAL AERCXN_U't'_JU. SO_ETY, LONDON. GUIIOOI_ _O
R IIUCKI_N_ru_ ENGLAND I>91-10218 05 PA_SPECIALISTSF:C_IT'ETHI_;_D ","B.UTE
NASA TO RESF_ARO4 NEW _ _L_ GO_ IJNO& _ _ NAME])
|NASA RELEASE-91-1971 1=91"10197 06 STRATEGIC D_:'ENS_ SYSTEM TESTS HIGHUGHT [N_,SA RELEASE-BI-1541 1_M-10154 06
STS-39 MISSION
[NASA RELEAS_l.25] P91.10025 06 SP,N_ _ _"_ 1991ACTWrr_G _MA RAY OBSEJRVATORY. SPACEWALK [N_ _J_1-20_1 P91-1020_ 06
HIGHUGHT
GAFFNEY, IrRANC_ ANC_'W I NASA RELEASE-91-411 P_1-I0041 06 GI,RH, J, J4LIM_Y
_--- S33_ATEGIG 0_r.FENSF.SYSTEM TESTS HIGHU_TtHT NASA ANN_UNCF.S CREW MEM_ER_ FOR _ SllRA1T_._C O_FENS_ _ _
STS..3_ MI,_.._ON SHUTTLE FLIGHTS STS-3_




GULKIS, SAM PERSONAL NAMES INDE_
GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY, _)N::_L_VALK GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY. SPACEWALK ATLANTIS TO 8(_ FOURTH NASA TRAJ_KING
HIGHUGHT STS-37 HIGHLIGHT STS-37 SATELLITE
INASAREL_-9141_ P91.10041 06 tNASARELEJ_SE-91411 P91-10041 06 INASARELEASE.gt.971 P91-10097 Ce
FIRST _PACELAB DEDICATED TO LIFE SCIENCES NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-D METEOROt.CGICAL STS.48 DISCOVERy TO LOFT SATELLITE TO STUB,
HIGHUGHTS STS.40 SATELLITE A_ERE, OZONE
tNASAREl_-91_9t P91-100_9 06 [NASARELEASE.g1.72t P91.10072 06 INASARELEASE.91.1361 P91-I0106 C_
ATLANTIS TO BCX:)ST FOURTH NASA TRACKING ATLANTIS TO SOOST FOURTH NASA TRACKING
SATELLITE SATELLITE DEFENSE SATELLITE DEPLOY. OBSEIRVATICNS
[NASARELF_AS_-91-971 P91.t0097 06 {NASARE_-91-971 1_91-1(X_7 06 HIGHUGHTSTS-44I NASA RELF_ASE-91-176 _ P91-10_715 C6
-- STS-48 OISCOVERY TO LOFT SATELLITE TO STUDY HARRY. DAVID
ATMOSPHERE OZONE ATLANTIS TO BOOST FOURTH NAS._, _ING WORLD-WIDE MATERIALS, LIFE SC1ENC_ srUOiES
{NASA RELEASe-91-1361 P91-10136 06 SATELLITE HIGHLIGHT STS-42
-/ DEFENS;E SATELLITE DEPLOY. OBSERVATIONS NASARELEASE'gI"gTI P91.10097 06 INASARELEASE'91"2111 P91.10211 06
,'" HIGHLIGHT STS-44 HARRISON. MIKE HERBO_SHEIMER. LAWRENCE F.
INASA RELEASE.91.1761 P91-10176 06 STRATEGIC DEFENSE SYSTEM TESTS HIGHUGHT ARNOLD NAMED DEPUTY FOR NASA COMME_::IA L
GUU(IS, SAM STS-39 MISSION PROGRAMS OFFIC_
NASA SEI _CTS SCIENTISTSFOR SETI M;(_ROWAVE NASA RELEASE.91-25| P91.t0(_5 06 [NASA RELEASE-91-39} P91.10039 _6
OBSERVING PROJECT HAWI.Ef. STEVEN A. HERMAN, JAY R.
INASA RELF_AS_-91.7| P<JI-_0007 06 STS48 _SCOVERY TO LOFT SATELLITE TO STUDY SOVIETS TO LAUNCH NASA INSTRUMENT TO
GUTIERREZ, S_NEY M. ATMOSPHERE, OZONE STUDY OZONE LEVELS
STRATEC_C DEFENSE SYSTEM TESTS HtGHUGHT NASA RELEASE-91-1361 P91.I0136 06 INASA RELF_ASE-91-1281 P91.1012_ 06
ST_39 M_ NAYS, KATHY
INASA RELE/LRE-91-251 Pgt.10025 06 DEFENSE SATELLITE DEPLOY, OBSERVATIONS HERNANDEZ. DANIEL
F{RST SPN:_LAB OEDICATED TO UFE SCIENCES HIGHLIGHT STS-44 NASA TO LAUNCH NOAA-O f.'ETEOROLOGICAL
HICH LIGHTS STS-40 (NASA RELEASE-91-t 76} P91.10176 06 SATELUTE
INASARELF_AS_.-9I_9I P<JI.t006Q 06 HAYS, PAULB. INASARELF._SE-91.72} P91.1007"Z 06
STS.48 DISCOVERY TO LC)FTSATELLITE TO STUDY HERRON. BLAIR
H ATMOSPHERE, OZONE GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY. SPACL=WALKNASA RELEASE.91. t 36| P91-10136 06 HIGHLIGHT STS-37
,HACKIN_ PE_ HEAD, JAMES INASA RELEASE-91-41t P91.10041 06
._ IRAS REVEALS MOST LUMfN(_JS OBJECT EVER MAGELLAN MAPPING OF VENUS RESULTS ATLANTIS TO BOOST FOURTH NASA TR/_X_NG
SEEN IN SP/_C_ REP_€ITED SATELLITE
INASARELEAS_-91-9_) P,91-to09e 06 NASAREtFASE-91_3_ P91-10063 06 {NASARELEASE-91-97J P<JI-I0097 0_
HALL F- _ JR. VENUS LAVA FLOW MAY BE SIMILAR TO _T STS-48 DISCOVERY TO LOFT SATELLITE TO STUDY
LANGLEY TEAM CONTRIBUTOR TO PRENATAL EARTH ERUPTIONS ATMOSPHERE. OZONE
CARE T_Y {NASA RELEASE.91.100] P91.10100 06 1_ RELEASE-91-1361 P91.10136 06
|NASA RELEAS_.gI-90| 1:xJ1-10090 06 HEAP, SALLY HIES, RICHARD J.
_O, _ HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE STUDIES MA.SSIV_ STRATEGIC DEFENSE SYSTEM TESTS HIGHLICHT
FIRST SPACF.J..A_D_DtCATEO TO LiFE SCENCES STAR IN NEIGHBORING GALAXy STS-39 MISSION
HICHLIGHTSSTS-40 {NASARELEASE.91_} _1-I_ 06 INASARELEA_E-91-251 _1-IOC_ 06
{NASA RELEAS_-91_9I />91.10069 06 HEATHCOT_ DAVID (L . STS_39/DISODVERY LAUNCH DATE SET
_0, L _ JR. WORLD-WIDE MATERIALS, LIFE SCIENCE STUDIES INASA RELEASE.g1.,54| _1,10(_-_4 06
HIGHUGHT STS-42 FIRST SPACELAB DEDICATED TO LIFE SQENC_3
STRATEGIC I_Y'ENSE SYSTEM TESTS HIGHLIGHT HIGHUGHTS STS-_3
STS-39 MISSION {NASA RELEASE.Ot.2t 1} P91-1021 ! 06
[NASARELEAS_-91-25] P_1-10025 06 HELI_SU_J_MJ. NASARELEASE-91-691 Pgt.1006g 06DEP'_NSE SATELLITE DEPLOY, OBSERVATIONS
STS-39/OISCOV_RY LAUNCH DATE S_T NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUT1JRE HIGHLIGHT STS-4.4
[ NASA RELEASE-91.541 FKJ1. 1005,4 06 SHUTTLE FtJGHTS[NASA RELF__SE.91.137} P_1.10137 06 NASA RELEASE-91-176_ P91.10176 06
_UGH, GREGORY J. W(_qLD-WIDE MATERIALS. LIFE .SCIENCE STU_I_S
WOR|J:_W%0E MATERIALS. UFE _IE_ STUC_ES HIGHUGHT STS-4ZSTRATEGIC DEFENSE SYSTEM TESTS HIGHLIGHT HIGHLIGHT STS-42
STS-39 MISSION NASA RELEASE.91.2111 P91-I0211 06
[NASA RELEAS_l-25] P91.I0025 06 [NASA RELEAS_.g1.211J P91-10211 06
STS-39IDISODVERY LAUNCH DATE SET HENNEN, THOMAS J. HILMERS, DAVID C.SHU_rLE CREW ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED
1_ RELE_._-91-S41 P91.10G54 06 FIRST SPAC_LA8 DEDICATED TO UFE SCIENCES
HIGHLIGHTS STS-40 NASA RELEASE.91-57) P_1.1_057 06
NASAANNOUNK_SCR_N Mf_BERS FOR FUTURE (NASARELEAS_.gI_9J P91.10069 06 FIRST SPACELAS DEDICATED TO LIFE SCIENCES
Sp_/T_I P FUGHT_ HIGHLIGHTS STS-40
{NASA RELEASe-g1-137| P91.10137 06 DEFENSE SATELLITE DEPLOY, OSSERVATICNS
HIGHUGHT STS-44 NASARELEASE-91_591 F_JI-I_ 06
WORLDWIDE MATERIALS. UFE SCIENCE STU_ES INASA R_-91-176] P31-10178 06 OEFENSE SATELLITE OEPLOY, O_SERVATION_
HIGHLIGHT _2 HIGHLIGHT STS_4
|NASARELEAS_1-2111 P91.10211 06 NENNII_DON NASARELEASE.91.1761 P91-10176 06
CHARLES S. SPRING PLANTING AND CROP HARVEST T_k_
UNDERWAY AT NASA WORLD-WIDE MATERI_.LS. LIFE SCIENCE STU_t_
._ GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY. SPACEWALK [NASA R_.AS_.91-78| P91.1007_1 06 HIGHUGHT STS-42
HIGHUGHT STS-37 NASA RELEASe-g1.211 l P91-10211 06
NASA RELF.J_-91-41 ) P91.10041 06 NENRICKS, _ T. HIRAYAMA, TADASHI
FIRST SPAC:ELAB{:_DK_ATED TO UFE _FJ_T_S STRATEGIC DEFENSE SYSTEM TESTS HIGHUGHT
H_/rf_GHTS S'TS-40 STS-39 MISSION NASA X-RAy TELESC_OPE TO BE LAUNCHED ON
J" (NASA RELEAS_JJ|_91 P91-10069 06 INASA RELEAS_.91-251 P91-10025 06 JAPANESE SPACECRAFT[NASA RELEASE.91-130| P91-10130 06
ATLANTIS TO BOOST FOURTH NASA TRACKING FIRST SPACELAB DEDICATED TO LIFE SCIENCES
SATL_I.LK_ HIGHUGHTS ST_p40 HOF_ JEJCFREYA.
.... ._ [NASA RELEAS_-91-971 i=91.10097 06 [NASA RELF-AS_-91_91 P91-1_9 06 STRATEGIC DEFENS_ SYSTEM TESTS HIGHL)GHTST -39 M___ON
f STS-48 OISCOVERY TO LOFT SATELUTE TO STUOY D_FENSE SATELLITE DEPLOY. OBSERVATIONS
__ ATMOSPHERE. OZONE HIGHUGHIT STS-44 [NASA RELEASE-91-251 P<Jl-1002_ _6
{_ RELEASe-g1.136] P91.10136 06 [NASA RELEAS_.91-1761 P91-10176 06 FIRST SPACELAB DEDfCATED TO LIFE SCIENCESHIGHLIGHTS STS-40
]:EFENS_ SA]_LLITE DEPLOY. OBSERVATIONS _ _ KE_TH INASA RELEASe-g1-69] P91-10(To9 06
HtC.:-_JGHTSTS-44 STRATEGIC _FENSE SYSTEM TESTS HIGHLIGHT
{NASA RELEAS_J31-176t P91._0176 06 STS-39 M_K:_I NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTI_
HARI_S. BERINL&RO_, JR. [NASA RELEASE-91.251 P91-I0025 06 SHUTTL_ FUGHTS{NASA REL_AS_-_l-137| P91-I0137 06
FU_SAAN_SC_EWMEM_ERSFORFUTURE GAMMA RAY (_S_RVATCRY. SPACEWALK DEFENSE SATELLITE DEPLOY, OBSERVATK::_
• SHUTTLE FUGHTS HIGHUGHT STS-37 NIGHUGHT STS.44
. [NASARELEASE-91.137| P91.10137 06 INASA RELEAS_-91-411 P91.1(X)41 06 (NASA REL_I_-91.1761 P91-10176 06
DALE W. FIRST SPAC_LA8 D_DICATED TO UFE SCENOES NASA ASTRONAUTS RECEIVE INTERNATIONAL
• BURR NAMED GSFC DEPUTY DIRECTOR HIGHLIGHTS STS-40 A_RONAIJTtCS AWARD
[NA_ARELEAS_l_28] P91-10028 06 IN_SARELF-_SE-91_ogl P91.10069 06 [NASA RELEAS_.91.2021 P91-I0202 06
B-8
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX KllOll_J_, MIKE
WORLD-WIDE MATERIALS, LIFE SCIENCE STUDIES I JOHNSON, UNOLEY
HIGHLIGHT STS-42 STRATEGIC DEFENSE SYSTEM TESTS
NASA RELEASe.g1.211 P91-I0211 06 INGRAM, MARYLOU STS-3g _
HOFFIU_ _ MICROGRAVITY TEST OF CELL CULTURE VESSEL {NASA RELEASE-91.25] P91-100_5 08
FIRST SPACELAB DEDICATED TO UFE SCIF_.NCES TO FLY ON ATLANI_ JOHNSON, LLOYD
. HIGHUGHTS STS-40 [NASA RELEASE-g1-195] P91-I0195 06 STRATEGIC DEFENSE SYSTEM TESTS
[NASA RELEASE-gt.-69 _ P91.1(_06g 06 _L, Sl.EPHF.N n STS-3g MJSSION
RObeRT UNIQUE TWIN-COCKPIT SR.71B TO ARRIVE AT [NASA RE].EAS_-91-25] P91-10025 08
NASA TERMINATES OPERATION C= EXPLORER AMES-DRYDEN _ L'tlNOON EL
SATELLITE [ NASA RELEASE-91-111| P91-10111 06 THE GEORGE M. LOW TROPHY PRES_ITATION TO
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19 APR. lggl _p NASA F_-91-5_ 24 MAY lg_1 Ip NASA RELF.,_-91-79 2_ JUPL 1991 Ip NASA RE_-9<J
F1rl-10_l_ P1M-10_ I1'11"10100
NASA TO LAUNCH NOAAoO METEOROLOGICAL NEW _ _ ALLOWS MOR_ TIMELY VENUS LAVA FLOW MAY BE S,'MII.AR TO
SATEI.UTE CRSITER EGRESS EARTH ERUPTICNS
22 APR. Ig_1 _p NASA RELF_-91-_0 2BMAy 1991 21) r _.%1_REL_.QI._) 28 JUN. lg_1 29 NA._ RE_10_
Plrl-llfl_ll fflt.-1_1 I_1_10101
LORAL AwAROEO A_ SOUt,,IOER NASA SCIENCE INSTRUMENT O_S_:WtNG ASTRONAUT _ TO LEAVIE NASA
.- CONTi:Ij_--_F GAMM/_-RAY BUFtSTS 2_ JUN. 1991 lp NAS_ RELE,A.,_--et-101
22 APR. 1_1 _p NASA RE_-91-61 2f_ MAY 1_1 21) NAS_ RELEA.S_-91-81 P'IP_I0102
I NEW U.S. _PAC_ SHUTTLE ENDF_AVOUR TO ULYSSES TO _ JUPTTER PHYSK_; 1JUL1991 lp NA.SARI_L.EASE4_-102
" i ROU.JOUT INVEST1GATI_ PI1-10103
24 APP.. 1_1_1 _ NASA R_LEAS_-91-62 2_MAY 1991 2;) NASA R_.91-82 _ TO PRO_ VO_ _:1_ ON _J_
P'1111-11_1_1 P911.-'10_3 ATMOSPHERE
: MA_ELL/_I SCIENTISTS SI"UOY SURFACE (31= _ _ OF VENUS RESULTS 2JUL1991 2;) NA.SA_411-1C3
VENUS RE]:z(_:TTEO m10104
28 APR. 19_1 2P NASA RE]LF_AS_-91-63 29MAY 1901 21) NASA RELF_A_E-91_83 ,t_'_M.IT CO_TS TO !_._VE N_A
• Plrl-ll_14 PII-_ 3 _ 1_I lp NASA 1_..,11-I0,4
E_4OEAVOUR FUND TO 8_ US_'D FOR TEACHER _ REVEAL INTENSF_ PlOT STARS _1 LARGE PI1-101_
FE1JJD_'_HIPS MAG_J.ANIC _ _ SPACE OFFICIALS TO _
25/_R. 1gel Ip NASA _-gl-64 2'9 MAY 1gel 21) NASA R_.91-84 FACILITIES




ULYSSF_SSETS COURSE FOR JUPITER FLYBY U.S. AND ARGENTINA SIGN SPACE COOPERATION PRESIDENT BUSH TO ADDRESS STUDENTS ON
8 JUL 1991 2to NASA RELEASE.01-106 AGREEMENTS NASA SELECT TV
P_1-10107 8 AUG. 1991 2p NASA RELEASE-g1.125 11 S__P.1991 21) NASA RELEASE-91-146
CHEMICAL RELEASES FROM SATELUTE P1J_NNED PI1-10127 P91-10147
IN JULY NASA. USA TODAY, DtSCOVERY CHANNEL LAUNCH
8JUI_1991 21) NASAR1E:'LF_ASE-91-107 SOV1ETS TO LAUNCH NASA INSTRUMENT TO EDUCAT1ON_
STUDY OZONE LEVELS 12 SEP. 1991 2p NASA RELEASE-g1-147
INI1-1010Q 12 AU_ 1991 2p NASA RELEASE.g1.127
NASA'S C-OOOARO SPACE FLIGHT CENTER TO P91-10141
STUOY SOLAR ECLIPSE 1>11-1012/I NEW OFFICE OF SPACE FUGHT DEVELOPMENT
9JUL1991 212 NASARELF_-91-1(_ SOV1ETS TO LAUNCH NASA INSTRUMENT TO ANNOUNCE[D
STUDY OZC_4ELEVELS 13 S_r..P.1991 Ip NASA R_-91-148
Pt1-10101 12 AUGL 1991 101) NASA RELEASE.91.128
UNITED STATES ANO SPNN SIGN SPAC_ 1_1-1014t
COOPERATION AGREEMENT P111-1012_ NASA DEPUTY AJ_ANSTRATOR RESX_NS
: 11 JUI_ 1991 lp NASA RE_-91-109 NASA OPENS NE_NCOMPIJTER RESEARCH CENTER 17 SEP, 1991 210 NASA RELEA.SE-9!-149
PIM-10110 13 AUG. 1991 2;) NASA RELEASE.91-129 PI1-10150
NASA EXPANDS FRONTIERS OF FUGHT AT EAA EARLY RESULTS FTIGM LIFE SCIENC_.S ML._SION
CONVE_ PI1-10130 SttOW NEW DLSCOVEI_ES
11 JUt. 1991 2p NASA RELEASE-91.110 NASA XJ_AY TELESCOPE TO BE LAUNCHED ON 19 SEP. 1991 3p NASA RE]_-91-150
JAPANESE SPACECRAFT
PI1-10111 14 AUG. 1991 Ip _ RELEASe.g1-130 Pt11-101S1
UNK_IJE TWIN-COCKPIT SR-71B TO ARRIVE AT NASA RENAMES GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY IN
AMES-DRYDEN PI1-10131 _ OF COMPTON
15JUL1991 21) NASARELEASE.91.111 ULYSSES TO U_E RADIO TO PROBE SUN'S 23SEP. 1991 2p NASARELEASE-91-151
A_E]_E Pt11-10152
Pfrl-10112 16 AUG. 1991 2p NASA RELF.ASE.91-131
AVIAT1ON SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM CREATES U.S.-SOV1ET SPACE ARTISTS EXCHANGE SET
SAFER SIrJES P_11-10132 23 SEP. 1091 lp '_SA RELEASE-91-152
16JUL 1991 2p NASA RE_-91oll 2 NASA RELEASES MD_D FLEET MAMFEST P91-10153
PI1-10113 20 AUG. 1991 21) NASA RELEASE-91-132 NASA _Y TESTS NEW MARS
NASAl3 LDEF YIELDS HARVEST OF SPACE SCIENCE 1=111-10133 MINI-ROVER
DATA NASA PROJECT TO MEASURE CHANGES IN 24SEP. 1991 2;) NASA RE1_t.SE.91-153
16JUL 1991 2p NASA RELEASE.91.113 GREENI.M40_ POU_ GLAC;ERS P91-101S4
PI1-10114 20 AUG. 1991 2p NASA RELEASE-g1-133 PAYLOAD SPECIAIJSTS FOR TETHERED SATELUTE
NASA GLOBAL CHANGE STUDY RAISES NEW Pt11-10134 MISSION NAMED
CX_E_ NASP PROGRAM SPONSORS MOCKUP 26 SEP, 1991 21) NASA RELEASE.91-154
19JUL 1991 21;) NASA RELF_ASE.91.114 COMF_ P91-101SS
PI1-10119 20 AUG. 1991 2;) NASA RELEASE-g1.134 NEW RESEARCH SATELLITE PROVIDES GLOBAL
NASA ROCKETS TO SUPPORT INTERNATIONAL P91-1013S OZONE MAPPING OATA
CLOUD STUOY NASA PLANS ANOTHER ATTEMPT TO RESOLVE 26 SEP. 1991 2p NASA RE]-F.J_S_-91-155
22 JUI- 1991 2;) NASA RF.LEASE-91*115 GALJLEO _NA PROBLEM P_1-1015_
PI1-19119 20 AU_ 1991 lp NASA RELEASE-91-135 LIGHTNING STOI:_4S DETECTED IN VENUS
NASA IN-STEP PROGRAM EXPERIMENT TAKES 11111"10136 ATMOSPHERE
FIRST FLIGHT ON STS-4_ _ OISCOV1E]:WTO LOFT SATELUTE TO STUOY 26 S_P, 1991 1p NASA RELEASE-g1-156
23 JUL 1991 210 NASA R_LF_.9t-118 ATMOSPttERE. OZON_ 1>11-10157
PI1-10117 S4EP.1991 50p NASA I_LEASE-91-136 MINDfllTY C_NTRACTOR AND SUBCONTRACTOR
NASA Ge,._E]:WATORY DETECT_ STRONGEST PI1-I0137 OF THE YEAR AWARDED
GAMMA RAY SOU1RC_E NASA ANNOUNCES CRE_N MEMBERS FOR FIJTURE 27 _EP. 1991 1p NASA RE].F-/_S_-91 -157
25 _ 1991 213 NASA RELE_-91-117 SH_ FLIGHTS 1=1)1-10158
P11-10111 23AUG. 1991 51) NASARELEAS_.91.137 NASA ADMIhlSTRATOR COMMENTS ON FY92
SHUTTLE MAiN ENGINE DAMAGED IN GRCXJNO 1>111"101341 BUDGET
TEST NASA AA FOR HUMAN RESOURCES AND 27 SEP. 1991 lp NASA RELEASe-91-158
25 JUL 1991 lp NASA RELF_AS_-91-118 EDUCATION APP(_NTED PI1-101S_
PI1-10111 23 AU_ 1991 Ip NASA RELEASE-91.138 NASA/USAF X-29 COI_°I_=TES FUGHT RESF.A.qCH
NASA AND DOE SIGN SPACE NUCLEAR POWER PI1-10131) PR(X;RAM
AGREEMENT NASA ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOrt 3 OCT. 1991 21) NASA RELEASe.g1.159
2_JUL 1991 1p NASA R_]..EAS_-91-119 EXPI.iD_T]_N RNTE.D P91-101110
11t11.10120 22 AUG. 1991 1p NASA RF..LEAS_-91-139 NASA ADmiNISTRATOR ANNOUNCES NEW Ok'FIC_
NEW MAGELLAN RADAR IMAGES OF VENUS 1>11"10140 OF MANAGF-MF.NT SYSTEMS AND FACILITIES
RELEASED CC_NFERE]k_ SET TO DtSCUSS ADVANCED SEI 3 OCT. 1991 lp NASA RELEASe-91-160
26JU_ 1991 2;) NASA RELEASE.g1-120 TECHNOLOGIES P91-101111
Iqr1-10121 27 _ 1991 2_ NASA RELEASE-g1.140 NASA N_eMSTRATON ANNOUNCES KEY
EARLY _ _ _ NOT _ PI1"10141 APPOINTMENTS
31 JUL 19_1 1p NASA RELEASE-91-121 MAGELLAN DISCOVERS LONGEST CHANNEL IN 3 OCT. 1991 21) NASA Rl_./_S_-91-1d1
SOLAR SYSTEM PI1"10112
I1' 11_11.110122 30 AUG. 1991 21) NASA RE].EAS_-91-141
-- _. U._ _ U.S.S.FL EXPANO SPACE CO_PEP.ATION PI1r-10142 STATEMENT BY THE A_MINI_'P.ATOR
- 31 JUL 1991 213 NASA FUELF_A_E_l-122 3 OCT. 1991 113 NASA _-91-162
EDUCATION TE1.ECAST TO FEATURE SPA_E
Fi1-101"J-t _TION INITIATIVE P_1-10113
NASA FLA-18 FLIES FIRST THRUST VECTORING 6 SEP. 1991 2p NASA RELEAS_.91.142 NASA S_-LECTS CENTERS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
PLIGHT P91"10143 RESEARCH
/ SALk_ lg_1 210 NASA RELEASe.91-123 _ DI_:_OVER ANT1-GRE_ 4 CCT. 1991 Ip NASA R_I.EAS_-91-163
EFFECT ON 1TrAN
PI1-10124 6 SEP. 1991 2;) NASA R_LEAS_-to143 PII-1OIM
JSC E3_::CUTES SPACE STATION W_FIK PACXAC_ NASA'S TRACXJNG AND DATA RELAy SA_
: IdCOIF1CA_ Pil11"I014,4 SYSTEM EXPANDS
:' 6 AUG. 19_1 1p NASA RELEASE-91.124 NASA APPOINTS SPACELJI,B PAYI..OADSPEClALt3%" 8 OCT. 1991 2;) NASA RELEASe-91-164
10 SEP. 1991 1p NASA R_-91.144
• '_ IR1,-II012_ P11"101115
__ :._Z.' PII-1014S
- NASA TES'r_ NEW WINDSt"F_ARWAFU_NG SYSTEM AXAF__Y_ATX-RAY 1991 OZI_NE LEVEL MATCHES _ _S
-;- CN,JSRA_ FACILITY YEARS





NASA SELECTS T'WO NEW CCOSK ONE NASA _USPENOS CONTRACTOR F(_.LOW1NG tJ_ERSYSTEMMAYI_LACEKSC_
_SCONTTNUED P'E_GRAL INOICTMENT eJtLLO_S
8 OCT. 1991 29 NASA RELE_-91-166 8 NOV. 1991 lp NASA RF-L_-91-186 13 DEC. 1991 2p NASA I_E
Pg1,10167 PSI*lOll? PSI-tO20?
LATEST NASA CLIMATE STUDY PROBES CtJOUOS NASA PLANS ULTRAV1C4.ET /_¢TP_
NASA SELECTS REGiC#_L TECHNOLOGY AS KEY TO GLOBAL WARMING SATQ.UTE LAUNCH IN MAY
TRANSFER CENTERS 12 NOV. 1991 2p _ RELEAS4E-g1-lB7 16 [_EC. 1991 19 NASA RE]LE_SE
9 OCT. 1991 2p NASA RELEASE-g1.167
PS1-10118 PI)l-102DI
P_1,101U NASA F-16XL ACHIEVES FIRST SUPERSONIC RIGHT NICHOf.SON _ SHUTTLE p_r.
1991 ANTARCTIC OZONE I.EVELS REACH RECORD _ FLOW D(RE(,'TOR
LOW 14 NOV. 1991 2p NASA RELEASE-91-188 16 DEC. 1991 2p _ RE].rr.ASE,
9 OCT 1991 213 NASA RE1_-91.168 P91,1011111 Pt}l-1029g
PS1-I0159 FIRST PHOTOGRAPH OF AN ASTEROID RELF.]_SED SP/W_ESCIENCE _TES 1991
NASA LEADERSHP CONDUCTS INTERIM MEETING BY NASA
OF ROLES AND RESPONSIBIUTZES 14 NOV. 1991 Ip NASA RELEASE-g1-189 17 DEC. 1991 23p NASA RELEASE,
9 OCT. 1991 lp NASA RELEASE-91-169 P91-10190 P91-I0210
PS1-10170 TRULY RELEASEs STUDY ON ROLES AND NAS_ C-'-LECTS SMALL BUSINESS II_ICV_
NASA pLANS SE.ARCH FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL RESPON_BILJTIES RE_ PROJECT
LIFE 14 NOV. 1991 lp NASA RELF,_.91-1_K) 20 DEC. 1991 lp _ RE_.:
10 OCT. 1991 2p NASA RELEASE-91.170 P91,10111 P91-102"11
PII*IOITI NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY _R WCF4.D-WlDE MATERIALS, UFE S_ENC;E ST_
HOLLOWAY NAMED LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER CONFERENCE EXPANDED iN 1991 HIGHLIGHT STS-42
DIRECTOR :5 N(_/. 1991 21) NASA RELEASe.91.191 JAN. 1992 52p NASA R_, ,_
15 OCT. 1991 lp NAS_ REI.EAS_-91-171 1>91.101112
PII1-10172 AL_:IICH REAFFIRMS RESTON OFFICE R(_.E FOR
NASA CCOS INTRODUCES NEW SPACE-BASED SPN:_E STATION FREEDOM
PROCESSING EFFORT 13 NOV. 1991 2p NASA RE2.EASE-91-192
16 (_'T. 1991 2p NASA RELEASE-91.172 P_1,101S3
PI!-10173 NASA AWARDS H_U CORE RE_ CENTER
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR ("J'2,NSORT 4 GRANTS
MX_ROGRAVITY E)Q_ERIMENTS 19 NOV. 1991 11) NASA R[_-EASE-91-193
21 C_r. 1991 21:) NASA RE_-_1-173 P91-10194
P'11,10174 EE]R SYSTEMS SELECTED FOil FOLLOW-_,.
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT STILL GOING STRONG CONSORT LAUNCHES
AFTER 14 Y_rJ_RS 22 NOV. 1991 lp NASA RELEASe-91.194
23 OCT. 1991 3{) NASA RELF_ASE-91-174 1_1,1011)5
PIt*I017S MICRC_RAvITY TEST OF C_LL CULTURE VF_S:_L
SF_DOON NAMED PAYLOAD COMMANDER -_R TO FLY ON ATLANTIS
SLS-2 22 NOV. 1991 4p NASA RELF_/_SE-91.195
23 OCT. 1991 lp NASA RELF_-91.175 P91-1019_
P61,1017S NASA AND USL_ TO DEMONSTRATE SATELLITE
DEFENSE SATELLITE DEPLOY. OBSERVATIONS RADIO BROADCASTING
HIGHUGHT STS-44 26 NOV. 1991 21) NASA R_-91-1_6
NOV. 1991 391) _ RELEAS_-91-176 P91-1ollrt
I)11"1o177 NASA TO RESF.ARCH NEW ROCY,L_" _T
LARGE SCALE MAPS OF VENUS TO BE RELEASED 4 DEC. 1991 2p NASA RELF_-91-197
2_ OCT. 1991 lp NASA RE'LEA.S_-91.177 P91-16114
PI1,101711 BEACH NAMED LANGLEY DEPUTY DIRECTOR
AIRBORNE STUDY OF ARCTIC OZONE BEGUN 4 DEC. 1991 lID NASA Ri_.E,a.SE.91.1g_
26 OCT. 1991 3p NASA RELEASe-g1,178 P91,1011t_
PS1-101711 0ATA ILLUSTRATES UNK _ CHLOR:NF_.
ANfllOUNC£S _ TO LEAVENASA. TRULY OZONE DEP1.ETION
APPO_NTSIIIANNfXTOHE, ADOFFK_OF(_OMkI_F.R_AL 5 DEC. 1991 3f) NASA RELY-91.199
PP_GP./_XS
30 OCT. 1991 lp NASA RF_-g1.179
NASA AND THE ITALIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN
PI11-1011_ SPACEESTATION AGREEMENT
CRIlUlU_N NAMED KENNEDY SPACE C_NTER 6 DEC. 1991 lp NASA ¢_'LEASE-gl-200
D6_ECTOR
PI)1,102€1
31 OCT. 1991 lp NASA RL_-g1-180
PAYLOAD CREW NAMED FOR SPAC_LAB UFE
11'/11-101111 SCIEN_2 MISS;ON
1 NOV. 1991 Ip NASA RELF_-g1-181 p91.1n_a _
4 PI1-101112 NASA ASTRONAUTS RECEIVE INTERNATIONAL
MISSiSSiPPI STATE WINS AERO-SPACE PLANE AERONAUTIC_ AWARD
I,K:)CXUPCOM_ 11 C_C. 1991 lp NASA REL._.91-2_2
4 NOV. 1991 2[:) NASA RELF..A_-91-182 PI1-102_3
PS1-10183 AGF_4_.,%'T. S PftOVIDE COMMERCIAL _ TO
PRESSURE-SENSKME pAINT PASSES TEST WITH SPACE
FLY_3 C_t.CR_ 11 DEC. 1991 2p NASA PJE.,.r-AS_-gI-L_3
SNOV. 1991 2;) NASA RELEASe-g1.183 PS1-10204
PS1,t011M HUBSLE TELESCOPE RESUMES OPERATIONS
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUS_NF__S INNOVATION AFTER BRIEF ANOMALY
RF_._,.N_(24PI_ 12 [_C. 1991 lp NASA RELF.ASE.gl-L_4
7 NOV. 1991 2p NA.S_ RE_-91-184
P11-!10185 Pl11,1028_
NASA _ _ TROPHY TO GRUMMA_ AND NASA DEVELOPS NEW _ FOR
_OL ENVI_AL RE SE./_:_H
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